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The month in view

Coming up………..

• Conservation & sightings
• Cheetah monitoring 
• Reserve work projects
• New cat cubs!
• Wildebeest release
• Sable relocation 
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This month we welcomed “Team Ubuntu; we are, because of you”. 
This fantastic team were completing the field placement section of 
their ‘Ecosystem Management’ course at Fleming college, Ontario, 
Canada.

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

Blue wildebeest release

The team joined on Jackalberry plains to meet the
truck carrying 60 wildebeest. It was all hands on
deck to place the off-loading ramp and then count
the animals as they ran off.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer
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You’ll notice that we haven’t specified which cats in the title to this section….that’s because there were
two! Both new cheetah cubs and lion cubs were spotted this month, 4 of each with their respective
mum.

New cat cubs

‘Tamu’ is mother to the 4 newest Askari pride members, also estimated to be at least 3 months old. We
had a great run of sightings over the month and suspect that the second female ‘Intombi’ may also be
pregnant and due to give birth soon.

‘Kusala’ is the mother of our 4 newest cheetah, first spotted at the very beginning of the month. Already
estimated to be around 3 months old, the cubs are still very small and with huge stripes of dark hair
along their spines to disguise as scary honey badgers! We found ‘Kusala’ on a number of impala kills over
the month and watched as she took all the precautions a careful mum should. Sadly however, one cub
was lost throughout the month and we ended it down to 3. It is a tough life for cheetah and their young
and survival to adulthood is by no means guaranteed for these young ones.
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Lion territorial display

Sable darting

We had a fantastic morning sighting with 3 male lions as they displayed over their respective territories.
We initially found ‘Maholo’ and ‘Mambana’ by sound, by following the direction of their vocalisations.
Once we were with them, we could still hear another lion calling to our south. Following up, this turned
out to be ‘Zamula’ (pictured left) who is from the rival coalition in the south. As far as we observed that
morning, the lions did not come into contact with other. Rather choosing to leave the territorial display
to a vocal one instead of risking injury and having a physical fight.

Down at the Sable breeding camps we had a very successful morning with Dr Peter Rogers. We managed
to move 16 animals in just one morning, out of the camps and into the wild. The operation went very
well with all animals being moved safely. Also this month, the first ever sable to be born in the wild on
Pidwa was reported Spotted by Cedrick, the Askari team await their chance to see the little one.
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

Reserve work & Projects
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Work continued at Klip pan to remove the bull rushes which are creating a monoculture. Clearing out the
invasive plants will allow different species to grow and hence create a diverse habitat more attractive to
species such as birds, especially for nesting. We were very excited to discover the nest of a Black crake
this month, now happy to move back in to their newly cleared pan.

Work continued towards maintaining
the integrity of our fences, including
anti-rust paint application to new
gates. The nyala camps also received
maintenance including the clearing of
fence lines and painting of posts.

Protection (from
elephants) was re-
instated around a
beautiful Leadwood
tree by the clearing of
summer vegetation
covering the rocks..

Surveys were also
completed in the
Selati River and Lily
pan to monitor the
benthic invertebrate
populations. Repeated
year after year, the
change in populations
allows us to monitor
long-term trends in
water quality.

For a video overview of highlights from “Team Ubuntu” click here…..

2019 Fleming college Field placement highlights video

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
https://vimeo.com/333698096?fbclid=IwAR3-BqdDqfdukNCBA2CJ-k2qM3SYeblj43Mk7ypgwNFaecwNpCX9f8bpR68
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’
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Conservation & Sightings

As well as ‘Kusala’ and her cubs, we also spent time with male coalition ‘Songo’ and ‘Sanana’ this month.
Monitoring continued of captive-bred female cheetah ‘Tillie’ who we continued to support with
supplementary feed while she discovers her territory and perfects her hunting skills.

Our spotted hyaena sighting was just
breath-taking, as we arrived with perfect
timing. It was just after sunrise and the
mother decided it was time to move her
very young cub to a new den. She picked it
up in her mouth and we followed, from a
distance, as she carried it down the road,
and arrived at another den. We watched as
they settled in, in awe of what we had just
seen. What an incredible privilege and
special moment to witness.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/

